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RED RIVER PROSPECTOR
BED KIVEB, TAOS COUNTY, NEW MEXi
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Then the swarthy man's rough vole
grew softer.
"She's all I got," he said.
"I sen, said Amos Brandon.
"Mutter dead, brudder dead, sister
dead. Only Lena left" He turned a

lk4M

Prospector.

little and

of Nature

The Western Australia Budget estl
mates that the revenue of the currant
ear will be the highest on record
i8.417.000.

Something rose in the rich man's
and a mist swam before his

eyes.
Hb

well-know-

Germany Is making its first experiment with a
people's theater.
The thickly populated
Industrial district of Upper Silesia has
been chosen for the purpose, and In
Koenlg-shutta hall capable of holding 1,600 persons, has been hired. The
company
theatrical
will, however,
travel frequently through the province,
and It is from this part of the scheme
that most success Is anticipated.

"Father thinks

Hoodoo?
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far-awa- y

English-s-

I should

wear

T

my

best shoes," she explained. "He doesn't know how fast this walk would
wear them out."
"Best shoes," echoed the swarthy
man;
"yes, yes, best shoes." He
looked at Amos Brandon. Then he
softly touched the girl's Bhoulder with
a forefinger and struck himself sharply, on forearm and chest
"She's what I work for," he smilingly said.
"I must go," remarked Amos Brandon, hurriedly. He paused and stepped
forward. "I would like to Bhake handa
with you," he said to the swarthy man.
who met the advancing fingers with a
warm grasp. Amos nodded to the girl
and Btrode away.
There was a crosstown car waiting
for the signal to start He caught it
and twenty minutes later opened the
front door of his house. The housekeeper met him in the hall. Her anxious face cleared.
"Glad you have returned, Mr Brandon," she said.
"We were beginning
to worry a little over your unusual

absence."

"Out for an early stroll, Mrs. Emerson," he said. "Kindly have breakfast ready in half an hour."
He stepped
into the library and
opened his desk. For a moment he
sat in deep thought. Then he rapidly
indited this letter:
"My Dear Mary: I find it is quite
impossible to hold out any longer. I
the sun.
you, dear
Amos Brandon walked slowly on- am growing old and I need
I turned
ward, eagerly watching those magic child. The door from which
open for,
ago
is
you
years
long
two
changes.
in
I
"Oh," he said, "that's fine; it's worth you and yours. You are all have
you the
the trouble. How many people know the world, dear. Without
what
anything about It? Precious few. house is cold and desolate. For
One have I been tolling all these years but
Look at the present audience.
for you? Come back to me, daughter,
restless, lonely old man, and a
all will be forgiven and forgotten.
and
or two. What a shame!"
handHe came to a street lntersectloned Tell your husband that a hearty
clasp awaits him. Say to him that I
and paused and looked at his watch.
"Quarter to five," he muttered. "No, confess that I sorely misjudged him.you
"Write to me, dear, as soon as
I'll not go home. I feel like a runreceive
this, and tell me when to exlake.
away boy. I'll stroll down to the
pect
you
and George. Your affectionI
don't belijve I've really seen the
Amos Brandon."
ate father,
lake in a dozen years."
He looked at the letter when he had
He walked at a leisurely gait,
breathing in the tonlcky air and ever finished It and shook his head. Then
he carefully read It through. Again he
d
and amon turning his gaze on the
moclouds. His eyes were brighter showed his disapproval. After a
and
and his step more elastic. Laboring ment or two he raised the sheet
men, swinging their dinner boxes, deliberately tore it to bits of Jagged
waste-basklooked around as they passed him. His paper and tossed them Into the
was an unusual figure at that early
"Pshaw," he smilingly muttered,
hour. Once he heard a man repeat his
name to his companions, and they all "that's too slow.I'll hurry down and
rtared curiously at him as they passed. telegraph Mary that I am coming for
An he came within sight of the lake's them and then I'll follow by the first
blue ripples a girl came across the train."
The housekeeper stood in the dooraverue and turned In on the sidewalk
just ahead of him. She was a girl of way.
"Breakfast Is ready, Mr. Brandon,"
perhaps 14, rather slender, with a clear
olive complexion and thick, dark hair. she announced.
The rich man whirled toward her.
She was neatly dressed, save her shoes,
"Mrs. Emerson," he said, "I want
which were dingy and frayed, and in
rooms into the
her hand she carried a basket whose you to put Mary's
contents were concealed beneath a nicest possible shape at once."
The housekeeper started.
white paper. Amos Brandon quick"Is Miss Mary coming home, sir?"
ened his steps a little.
"You are an early riser," he said to she eagerly asked.
"Yes," said Amos Brandon, "she's
the girl. At the moment he was incoming home." W. R. Rose in Cleveterested in early risers.
"Yes, sir," said the girl, who showed land Plain Dealer.
no surprise at his abrupt remark. "I
Germinating- Acorns.
have to carry my father's breakfast to
It is a popular error to suppose that
him. He is a help at the mills over acorns lie dormant during the fall,
there." She pointed to a long row of winter and early spring and only begin
lingy buildings not far ahead.
to germinate when the warm spring
She spoke well and with a lack of sun has penetrated the soil with its
constraint that the old man admired.
reviving vigor. The cold and moisture
"Why doesn't your father come are 'doing their part of the work, while
home to his breakfast?" he asked.
the blanket ot snow Is still on the
"He goes to work at midnight and ground. Our first cut shows the wln- quits at noon," she answered.
"And how far do you come?"
"About a mile and a half."
She gave him a little nod and turned
to cross a vacant field that would save
her a few steps. Amos watched her
for a moment as she sturdily stepped

1
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Webster's'
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former employe of the Selbv
smelter confessed that he robbed the
company's vault at Vallejo of $283,-00- 0
In gold bars and bullion recently
and revealed the hiding place of the
gold In the bay and $1 11,000 was recovered from the mud. High
tide
stopped Vbe search for the remainder.
It Is claimed that Winters, the
Was promised immunity from
yunishment and a reward If he conHe led the search for the
fessed.
A

,

gold.
Mies Sadie Benjamin of Toma Vista,
Tex., is the heroine of perhaps the
most remarkable elopement pa record.
The daughter of a wealthy merchant,
she fell In love with a youth named
Garland, pnd, visiting a circus, they
mounted a huge Asiatic elephant and
suborned the beast's trainer to urge
the elephant to top speed. The long
strides of their strange steed soon carried tbem beyond pursuit, and to the
spot where a clergyman could be
found.
The death of J. Andrew Cullum of
Kldge Spring, S. C, from a stroke ot
lightning, received two months ago, 1b
remarkable. Mr. Cullum was struck
by lightning the latter part of July.
His shoes were torn off and there was
a burned place on his left side. He
was picked up unconscious, but soon
rallied, and In a few days was out
again. But the spot burned by lightning would not heal.
Carbuncles
formed on the burns and sapped his
strength and life.
of the

stroked

Mecscot or

hand.

hadn't slept soundly. He rarely
slept soundly now. It wasn't his age.
AH association must be a comprosurely; he was only 57; and It couldn't
mise, and, what is worse, the yery be
his business affairs, for all his Inflower and aroma of the flower of each
vestments were sound and highly reof the beautiful natures disappears as
munerative, and his large income was
Uiey approach each other.
rapidly Increasing. No. he must look
for the cause elsewhere.
Perhaps It
Mirth Is like a flash of lightning that
would be well to consult a doctor.
breaks through a gloom of clouds and
He arose, and. lighting the gas.
glitters for a moment. Cheerfulness
keeps up a kind of daylight in the looked at his watch. It was 4:30. He
east
mind, and Alls It with a steady and went to a window that faced the
and raised the sash. The ah-- came
perpetual serenity.
cool and fragrant, low down by the
ridge streaks of pale blue
Our bodies are our gardens, to the
light were showing.
which our wills are gardeners; so that,
"I'll see this sunrise." said Amos
If we will plant nettles or sow lettuce,
"I haven't seen one since 1
set hyssop, or weed up thyme, supply Brandon.
was a boy." He hastily bathed and
It with one gender of herbs or dishimself. "I'll see it from the
tract It with many, either to have if dressed
outside," he added, and softly creepsterile with idleness or manured with ing down
the stairway, found tits hat,
Industry why the power and corrigiopening the great door, descended
ble authority of this lies in our own and
the stone steps that led to the street.
wills.
As he faced the east and moved
slowly along the avenue he snuffed the
A new record has been established In
air and found it good. He even took
distance traveling by electric car with- off his hat and let It cool his head.
out recharging the accumulators. To
"It certainly seems to me that this
n
Mr. Krieger, the
manufac- Is better than tossing on that comfortturer, belongs the credit of covering 90 less mattress," he muttered. "Wonder
miles with one charge of electricity, a why I never thought of It before."
feat he accomplished recently, when he
The pale streaks In the east grew
drove a machine of his own construc- broader, a pink flush rose behind the
tion from Paris nearly to Chatellerault. wooded crest, the clouds became hazy.
The previous best record was 163 Swiftly the flush deepened, spokes of
miles.
light were tlung upward and then came

The accllmatlzaton

softly

Darwin's Hons Arc Scientists.

The four sons of Charles Darwin
A "First Chop"
have all made their mark as scientists.
Professor George Dnrwln Is n famous
Family Must
ninthenintlf Inn. Horace Darwin ks an
Htvve Ona or
authority on physics, Major Leonnnl
Other.
Dnrwln Is honorary secretary of the
Royal Geographical Society, and FranjrauimmtmiiiiiiimiiAUUiimtiiUitimuiiaiiiiiiiiitmimi iiUiiii UUiliiiiiliiUiiiiiiK cis Darwin is a distinguished botanist.
Longfellow has made the "Luck of strenuous days of that strenuous ole
Angry Pntron Look here. This sitenk
party John Knox and was erected ou Is so tough that I haven't been able to
Eden Hall" known throughout the
yet. and
want a rebate for It.
bite
peaking
world the story ot the of the stones of a Catholic abbey whict HeadIt Walter
Very sorry, sir. but I do
glass goblet which holds the fate of had been torn down by the Presbyte not think we can give you a rebate. You
the Musgrave family; and equally well rians by way of theological argument might try a reblte, however.
known, almost, Is the Coltoun Pear," and spiritual admonition. Some of th
Pupil Ten chpr. In a Leadvllle man n
Tencher He Is sometimes
which carries the fate of another noble stones were thrown Into the rlvei LeadvillalnT
so by bad spells.
made
English family. But there arc other in- which winds by the castle walls
animate objects which are believed to but they were all taken out agalr
of the castle
exercise an Influence over the peerage for the building
besides the pear and the "Luck." To be save one stone which could not b
a real "first chop" nobleman one really found an never has been found fron
needs a family ghost and a family mas- that day to this, though every effort
cot or a hoodoo It doesn't matter has been made to reclaim It and rewhich.
The modern crop of family move the hoodoo. For the monks whe
ghosts and mascots Is not at all equal had their house pulled down about
to the demand and are not of much ac- their heads retaliated on their perse
count anyway. Who cares for a mod- cutors by calling down a curse upor.
ern family ghost? A family ghost In a the castle which took the place of theli
1
plug hat and swallowtail coat Is simply abbey. Never, declared the trembling 1
ridiculous, but one in armor Is more old abbot, until this last stone waf
to be desired than pearls and rubles. found and removed from the river's
Sciatic. Sharp and Shootlnf Pains.
The Countess of Cromartle recently bed. would a male heir of any ownei
Strains. Weakness and al bodtly aches
had a startling and
of the castle live to Inherit It. Th
and pains relieved almost Instantly.
Headache,
Faceache.
Backache.
reminder of a legend connected with castle became the property of the ear:
Chest Pains, and all Nervous Pains
her family. According to this legend, of Dunfermline.
All his sons died
and Muscular Weakness cured by
if a certain stream on the family es- Then it was sold to a branch of th
tates was diverted from Its course, the Gordon family and a"galn the ownen
property would fall to descend In the of the castle were deprived of sons
direct line of succession. A short time The owners either had no sons bom
ago, while some alterations were being to them or, if they did, they died bemade, the course of the stream in quesAfter ll other remedies falL
fore they inherited the estate. So th
Acts like magic
tion was temporarily changed.
This castle was Inherited by collaterals ot
was followed soon by the death of the daughters until It came to Sir Maurlc
only son of the Countess, a baby only
who died not long ago
a few days old. Lady Constance Macleaving an only daughter. Sir Maurkenzie, the champion "amateur lady ice's executors sold the castle to Mr
Price, 35c and 50c.
swimmer," Is the next heir. A singular Forbes-Leltwhose only son recentl
SOLD BY ALL HEALERS IN HKDICINE.
working out of an old hoodoo was ex- died in South Africa, as stated
emplified by the death In South Africa Whtther one Is superstitious or not
SYJfvVv4vSsAwTvTvTvH
recently of Lieut. Percy Forbes-LeltFyvie Castle must be a rather uncanny
Forbes-Lelths
The
are a family well bit of property to own. New York
New and Enlarged Edition
known In New York. The hoodoo re- Press.
called by the death of the lieutenant
plays about his father's Castle of Fyvle
Happy Is the man whose smile if
in Scotland.
Fyvle was built In the the same In prosperity nnd adversity

Scotch

grouse In Silesia, on the East Prussian
crown moors, and on the Eiffel, has
proved so successful that In the
district a thousand birds
are now reen, where thirteen months
ago there w.w not a single on. The
experiment is to be repeated in other
Prussian provinces. By the emperor's
orders the moors neur Schmolsin, in
West Prussia, have Just been stocked
with fourteen brace, which have Just
arrived from Scotland.
d

sun-tinte-

et

forward.
"A good little woman and her father
should be proud of her. I hope he is."
He sighed softly as he plodded on.
He enjoyed the lake with Its dimply
surface, and the swash of the little
waves as they struck the piling, and
the black banner of smoke trailing

ter condition of acorns which have begun to germinate the previous fall.
The acorns in the illustration were
found by scraping away the leaves in
February. This cover ot leaves had
not Indeed protected them from the
cold but had protected them from the
steamer. Presently sun's rays on warm days in winter,
after a
he turned and strolled over toward when to have started the movement of
the iron mills. Almost In a moment sap in the little sprouts would have
he came upon the girl of the lunch been to kill them. Freezing the rootbasket She was sitting on a low pile lets does not harm them, but when
if boards and close beside her sat a once awakened they must have sunny
d
worklngman,
and sinewy, days in which to expand.
a swarthy man with small black eyes
The second cut shows the condition
and a short, black beard. He was eating with evident enjoyment the breakfast the girl had brought him. Amos
at the picture. It
Brandon paused
pleased him. He nodded smilingly to
the girl, who nodded back, and when
theswarthy man looked up he nodded
to him, too. Amos leaned against a

The beauty of procrastination and
the advantage of the sluggard are not
ethical phrases, but they appear as a
sort of a subtitle to one ""ilc episode
In a terrible tragedy.
"Vhen the
steamer Islander was going down In
Alaskan waters last summer, hurried
warning was sent to the staterooms.
laughed at
One man,
what he thought a false alarm, and
turned over for another nap. An Instant later occurred the explosion,
which hurled him Into the air upon
hia mattress, which came down right
side up upon the water. The disaster
occurred near shore, the mattress was
erentually hooked In, and the passenpile of lumber.
ger was rescued unhurt. This tale
"Your load will be lighter on the
may be bslleved only by those who way back." he said to the girl.
hare escaped raarveloualy the dangers
"Yes," she answered, "father always
of a tornado, but It Is absolutely true. has a good appetite."
The swarthy man looked up. He
That the Russian government Is providing for eventualities In rega-- d to nooded gravely to Amos.
"She's a good girl," he said slowly.
the building of railway carriages for
the Manchurlan railway is shown by "Come long way."
"Yea," said Amos. "I'm sure she's
the notification as to the manufacture
of twenty carriages for which an order a good girl."
The swarthy man looked around at
baa been given. The carriages will
differ from the present type in that the object of his praise. There was
the aides of the carriages will consist fondness in his glance.
"Smart girl, too," he aaid. "Teacher
of two slates with a thick layer of
ay smartest girl In English school."
compressed cork between the lnnor
He said U.Ik with some difficulty, but
and outer platea, the latter being
lack thick. The Russian government wltt vldeiit gratification.
"Oh, father," cried the child with a
evidently fear some sniping along the
swift little Mush.
route.
far-aw-

bare-arme-
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Scottish

We hear the most alarming anticipations about the health of the King.
The report is going about everywhere,
and it finds some sanction in the fact
that the king has lost within a comparatively short space of time a brother and a Bister from the fell disease
which, according to popular rumor, he
believes to be threatening his own
life. Three of the late Queen Victoria's
children died during Victoria's lifetime, and one other, the late Queen's
eldest daughter, widow of the late German Emperor Frederick, died only a
few mentis after the death of her
mother.
An Interesting article which
I have just been reading in the Dublin Freeman's Journal, the leading
newspaper of Ireland, insists that one
main cause of the Illnesses which at
present affect so many royal houses in
Europe Is to be found In the fact that
"the sovereigns of Europe have disregarded the great law of nature
which discountenances the marriages
of near blood relations." The article
goes on to tell us that while "there
are In Europe over a score of emperors, kings, and minor reigning sovereigns
all but two ar.i descendants of James I. of England, the only
child of the marriage of Darnley and
Mary, Queen of Scots." The King of
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Lawrence St

Ecublens
A Swiss teacher at
has
found 128 swallows' nests In fifty-fohouses. There were 786 young ones,
the average nest having five, though
some had only three and a few had
six. Indianapolis News.
Public prayer is a good deal of a
"grand stand play."

-

Denver, Colo.

Whrt3Tou7eTt

"You take it an' shave yourself." Th
Sttponaceoas Reoal tee.
man with the four days' growth ol
In a Tenth-streAnd we'll heud jrou our truiwtir omtttJogue.
quick-lunc- h
cafe yesterday: A man beard finished his Irish stew In silence, 4 CENT8 PER TON PER
MILE
Philadelphia Record.
with a four days' growth of beard on
In wbat it would cos
you to move ore wltb
his face a bristly, black beard was
our Bjtusm of uerlal
Flrot
EUotrlo ran.
seated at the counter, devouring a plate
roue
tr&iuwej.
JJjr
A social worker who has had occaWhatW H costing- ou
of Irish stew. Presently a messenger
now? If you'd like our
to
sion
Inspect
most
of
the
perched
ctnlij(u, Jum write u
himself on
bdy entered and
VVUKliK
VOL' ittt AT.
the adjoining stool. Tho boy's hands Bweat shops In New York gave It aa
his
f
be
pers
THE J. H.
that the
n who Invented
were black and grimy. "Glinme a piece
o' punkln pie," he demanded. The pie the electrical fans got his Idea from
MONTGOMERY
was forthcoming, and, beside it on the the funny little tailors and their sewMACHINERY
CO.
ing
machines.
It
has
been
an
pracold
piece
cheese.
small
of
The
a
was
plate
CurtU
tice
with
these
In
workmen
warm
sarboy's
smallness of it aroused the
Ht , Duuver, olo.
weather, said the agent, to use the
casm. "What's dat?" he asked, pointpower
In
their
machines to fan theming a dirty but scornful finger at the
NO GUESS
cheese. The waiter did not hear. selves. This they accomplish by tying
When you weigh on a Jones 800 Lb. Seal
"That," said the man with the four pieces of stiff cardboard to the spokes
PHICC
8 OO. FULL PARTICULARS.
JOIIU (HK fAVS THK fKUGUT.)
days' growth of beard, "Is a piece of of the fly or balance wheel, ami as
soap. Go and wash your hands with they work the pedal wltb their feet,
IWUl
It." The boy took the man in from the cardboard on the wheel cuts the W. N.
head to foot, and then gravely picked air like a small plnwheel ant1 plays
bcu Answering
Advertiseaeata Kiad'y
up the piece of cheese and held It out the air upon thr faoe ot the tailor.
Mtatioa Thia Upa.
to him. "Here, you take It," h said. New York Post
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of plauted acorns after a few warm
spring days have passed. One little
root that started under snow and frost
has already sent up the shoot that la
to be the trunk of ihe future oak tree.
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Uime

'lue, in the village of Grez, the two or
hree hundred inhabitants rely chiefly
n the cure for the hour.
He alone
ontrols the church clock; but he, an
rasclble old gentleman, often quarrels
vlth the mayor, and on theBe occa-lon- s
stops the clock immediately, revengefully.
Once the quarrel lasted
'hree whole months; for three whole
:nonths the hands of the clock remained stationary. The mayor protested, but the cure Ignored him. When
at last the mayor withdrew his objection to the point at Issue, the cure
allowed the clock to go on again. And
now, If ever the mayor and the cure
disagree, the cure stops the clock, the
mayor protests, the cure ignores him;
and Grez has no church clock to tell
the time until the unhappy mayur
gives In.- Saturday Review.
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Corner of the World Where Gimepiccej
Vary Greatly.

The time of day differs In Moret-su- v
Loins;; differs, also, in native village:
For miles around the clocks strike in
dependently instead of In chorus, st
that It Is at 10 at the station, when
is ten minutes to In our hotel; a quar
ter to 10 outside the local bljoutler's-b- ut
all hours within. When thest
clocks have done striking, the churcli
clock starts; there is no corroboration
who
no unanimity. However
careB, who worries? It is almost 11;
about 12; a little past 4; that suffices.
We are late or we are early. We get
accustomed to being strangely In three
places at the very same hour. Should
a friend be pressed, we can say, "That
clock Is fast;" if he weary us, we need
not hesitate to declare It slow. And
watches vary; time is of no moment
In Moret. Further still from Fontaine- -

F H N ATI

Denver Directory.

Differences
t

mstntt

AL
INT
Sweden, who, as every body knows,
V DICTIONARY
Specimen pages, etc., of both
is the descendant of Marshal Berna-dottbooks sent on application.
one of the Boldlers whom the
G A C. Merriam Co., Springfield, Mass.
great Napoleon raised from the ranks
and set upon a throne, and the Prince
of Montenegro, who became a sovereign ruler with the recolloction of us
all, are almost the only exceptions.
The Denver
The result of this condition of things
I AN D AWNING
CO.
naturally Is that European Princes
Kb,'!, Hammock!, Urd 6'aeii
and Princesses are compelled to marry
"la and In," If I may use that colloquial expression when dealing with BROWN PALACE HOTELaTk'SJ
such a subject In other words, have Kuroiean and Amerlran plan. 11. 50 and IS and up
to find their marriage consorts In famTIT ANTED Men to Itmrn barber trade. Tools and
ilies more or less nearly related to
board furnished pi aitlons Kiiarttntcud. Writs
their own. At present there is hardly for particulars. Mulers' Barber College, lenver
a European imperial or royal family
FOR CHRIST-MA- S
which Is not oppressed by serious 01
boding illness of some kind, and It is
GIFTS
only reasonable to say that some exmay
planation of the fact
be found
Buy now, 20 per cent discount. Write for
in this system of intermarriage. It Is catalogue.
C. E. FORD,
certainly a curious historical fact that 1033 16th St., Opposite P. O. Denver, Colo
the dynasty of the Stuarts, in many
ways the worst dynasty that evei
ruled over EngTand, should have left OFFICIAL W. OF W. PINS
so many descendants among the reignWoodmen, s did U K gold II.. V
ing houses of Europe. Justin McCar76
rolled Hold.
I'lu, solid U K gold i
il.
thy In New York Independent.
" ronea
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The

Joke on Millionaire "Mobllleta"
Fadi la Pronunciation.
pronunciation of the

word

"chaffeur" provokes the Oraat II. mid
World to an examination Into the authority of pronunciation fads. It says:
"Where polite usage gets Its authority nobody Knows. Now, it la saying
that 'valet,' the final syllable of which
d
we have learned to give
with
a high-bre- d
'a,' shall be Anglicized Just
aa 'parquet' was a few years ago, and'
shall appear in polite society In Its
plain English stubblness. It is likely
that we shall all stumble and stutter
and make mistakes at first, but eventually fall into a line of 'eta.'
"There are those who claim that a
polite 'suburb' should have a long 'u,'
that 'tapestry' should be 'a' long, and
that the sun never 'shone' politely
The same authorities
with a long
are busy with the new automobile
importation
(shofeur),
'chaffeur'
which has been called everything that
Is polite. It might be called something
more, for It Is not a truthful term. It
means,
when
Interpreted, 'fireman,'
'stoker,' and Is Innocently a good joke
on our own millionaires who speed
their own 'outos.' "
l

'.'

I knew a

NTIQUARIANS, and InOne of the most Interesting serleb He If.
knew how earth became a rolling ball.
deed the ordinary reader, shows the gradual leveling of Beacon
He know the goitre and secret of all
life.
will welcome the second Hill to Its present vestige of a once
edition, Just issued, of proud eminence. Harvard College Is He also knew how Adam came to fall.
James II. Stork's "An- given a very full treatment, together He knew the causes of the glacial age.
And what It was that made the deluge
tique Views of Ye Towno with the monumental history of Camrage.
bridge Common.
Whoever
of Boston."
He knew, In fact, he knew molt everyhas tried to find out
The revolutionary period" offered a
thing.
something about landmnrks
that wealth of material, from which has In his own mind he wus earth's greatest
sage.
come his way has been compelled to been selected a galleiy of old prints
be content with a good deal of hearsay, that gives a story of the actions His knowledge was of such stupendous
girth
unless bleBsed with abundant leisure around Boston, at once moving and
It took In everything upon the earth
and gifted In the methods of historical informing.
And In the heavens; but most strange
Inquiry. The facts are, of course, exMany of this series come under the
of all.
tant somewhere, but where? Not head of the "excessively rare" In the He didn't know a thing of real wortev
evorybody knows the solution of these originals, and though they appear here He
knew where people go when they are
puzzles, and Mr. Stark's book lg the and there in historical publications,
dead.
said.
first answer to the Inquiry.
the average reader, or even a fairly He knew nil wonders ever sung orout
for
He knew the past and future;
The qua'nt efforts of the earlier good antiquary, must welcome this
all
to
a
momentous
grouping of the scattered treasurer.
artists
leave
picture of
He didn't know enough to earn his bread.
happenings do not compare with the
The same might be said of a number
was a marvel of omnlsi lenee.
sophisticated skill of our day. but are of features in Boston history, as the He
He knew the secret of the hence and
exceedingly matter-of-fac- t,
and to the
whence.
He was a hundle of great theories.
historical student appeal with the
The only thing ho lacked was common
force of an honest, albeit blundering
sense.

statement.
"No city," observes
the author,
"gathers within its limits more matter
of national historic import than the
city of Boston. There Is not a foot of
its original territory (original from the
s
fact that more than
of its
present territory la made ground) but
what is associated with our country's
struggle for independence, or the trials
and privations of its early settlers.
"To the antiquary It presents' an inexhaustible store of surprises and a
veritable mine of pleasure. In compiling the matter accompanying each Illustration, every endeavor has been
made to give a clear, concise and
truthful description of the subject in

.

one-thir-

IJuay'e Long Speech.
Senator Quay's speech was the longest ever printed. It occupied over 100
pages, and included a complete history
of the manufacture of Iron and glass
from the earliest dawn oi history to
the present day. Everybody remembers that speech and its purpose. It
was prepared for Mr. Quay when the
Democrats were engaged in revising
the tariff. Every time they proposed a
reduction In tne iron and steel schedule Mr. Quay would take from underneath his desk a pile of manuscript
at.ui three feet high and oegln to
read. After he had kept this up for
two or three days and had made no
apparent Inroad into the mountain of
Democrats
typewritten sheets the
would succumb ami guggest a compro-m.- u
'
ch
of the session the
Eeeuli w is pi tiiiu It ought to have
state Library of
bfctui i;..
p
a
labeled "The Bul- " ct'd Interests."
ur. cf cjui

Dog- Has Toltirco Habit.
Monte, a fox terrier from the Blem-tokennels, has the tobacco habit. She
uses the weed after the fashion known
as the poor man's smoke.
When she sees her master smoking a
cigar or cigarette she whines and beg?
untfl he blows the smoke In her face.
Then she goes beside herself with delight, dancing and biting at the smoke,
and lapping it with her tongue.
When she has had a good Rinoke she
likes to go to the vlchy bottle to draw
herself a drink.
The dog Is owned by Dr. M. R. Palmer, a police surgeon, who resides on
Seventh avenue. New York Times.
n

court houses,
markets, railroads, etc., each discussed separately,
focusing, as It were, the varied and
scattered bits of Information that so
delight the antiquarian and yet are
usually such a tax on his patience and

churches, the bridges
almshouses, theaters,

23.
Ye
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Grace Give us this day our daily
bread. Matt, vi 11.
SOUP.
Pour out the broth. Judg. vi. 20.
Feed me with pottage Gen. xxv. 30.
Eat this roll Ezek. Hi. 1.

MARRIAGE.

Long Kngagetnenta

Not Conducive to
Prosperity, Aceordlng to Some.
All unconscious of the man in tho
next seat, two girls on a Germantown
train were discussing engagements.
"I don't care what folks would say, '
remarked the one with red hair, "If
I really loved a man and he was poor
I
would insist upon marrying him at
once, rather than submit to a long

8d;w Fireplaces In Alaska
degrees below zero Is the
frightfully cold atmosphere In which
Alaskan gold hunters must often work
They make fireplaces of snow In that
desolate region. The snow is pressed
Into blocks like bricks, and a fireplace two feet or three feet square Is
built with them. When the fire Is
lighted the snow, of course, melts On
the surface, but when the fire Is out
this freezes so hard that the next fire
A
causes It to become only damp.
snow fireplace used only for cooking
purposes will last for an entire winter.
Sixty

FISH.

We remember the fish we did eat
freely. Num. xl. 5.
They gave him a piece of broiled
fish Luke xxlv. 42.
ENTREMENTS
Bring on the fish which ye have now
caught. John xxi. 10.
Hare. Iev. xl. 6.
Matt, xxtli. 37
Chickens.
Beside harts and fatted fowl. I.
Kings iv. 23.
Kidneys. Lev. ix. 10.
Olives Mlc. vl. 15.
Give a little water, for I am thirsty.
Judges lv. 19.
ROASTS.
Gen.
All manner of baked meats.
xl. 17.
Deut. xll. la
Roebuck
Wild goat and wild ox. Deut. xiv.

engagement."
'hat's the way I feel," said the
girl with blue eyes. "The young man
who stays single until he can save
enough to get married on is up again.-it. At least, that's what my biother
Jack says. He says the trouble is
that when a fellow is engaged to a
girl he wants to show her a good time
and the consequence is that he never
saves anything."
"Jack is right," said the girl with
red hair, according to the Philadelphia
Record. "I know a case that proves

Tornlp's Wonderful Growth.
The seed of the globe turnip is about
the twentieth part of an inch In diameter, and yet in the course of a
this seed will be enlarged by
the soli and the air into 27,000,000 times
its original hulk, and this In addition
It has been
to a bunch of leaves.
found by experiment that a turnip seed
will, under fair conditions. Increase Its
own weight fifteen times In a minute.
Turnips growing in peat ground have
been found to increase more than
times the weight of their seeds In
a day.

s

5.

The girl has been engaged now for
eight years. H?r fiance is In business
n New YoiM, but he comes over to
visit her once a week. He comes over
on Saturday afternoon and goes back
Monday morning.
Saturday night he
always takes her to the theater, and
there's generally a supper afterward.
I'm sure that makes a big hole in his
"
salary every week. Now I
But the train had pulled into the
Reading terminal.
it.

VEGETABLES.
Wheat, lentils and millet- .- Ezek. lv.

i

MAY HINDER

Married

MATRIMONY.

Staying Out
Late at Night.
At Uelzen, a city In the western pur:
Corn and beans. II. Sam. xvil. 28.
of Hanover, the authorities huve Just
After that, the full corn n the ear-M- ark
passed a law which has met with the
Found Few llodles of Animals.
iv. 28.
approbation of the women of the
It has been a source of much sur- warm
The leeks and the onions, and the
place and the Indignant proteetl of the
cucumbers and the garlic Num. xi. 5. prise to Prof. Nordenskjold that durmarried men. 'the town was getting
Num. xi. 7.
ing hi3 expedition wltnln the arctic altogether too convivial. The old
Coriander-seeGAME.
circle, in regions where animal life in
excuses of "the lodge" and
abundant, he has found very few re- "business" and "sitting up with a sick
Partridge. Jer. xvil. 11.
mains of animals wi.'.ch died a nutur.il friend" were worn threadbare.
Two young pigeons. Lev v. 7.
The
death. No one has any idea of what women resolved to act. They exercised
Quails. Psalms cv. 40.
becomes of the bodies of such animals, ull their Influence with the city futhers
Ten cheeses. I. Sam. xvil 18.
DESSERT.
and it is indeed very strange that on and finally got n luw passed requiring
A basket cf summer fruits. Amos Spitzbergen it is easie to find bones that nil married men be home tit or
11 o'clock every night.
The penof a gigantic lizard of remote geologivlll. i.
alty for u violation of this luw is fixed
"
cal time than those of a
Mrs. Miner in the Advance.
ut a fine of $;S for each offense. Half
seal, walrus or bird. The same is ulso of tbe fine goes to the person making
so far north.
not
some
places
o.'
true
Hooks.
Kngllsli
on
complaint, who, in ull cases o far, has
Ilecords
been the wife.
The following stand in England as
By means of this lnw the homes of
Tower of a No,uah.
literary records: The largest circulaStrange things are found among the UaUan are expecied to be in nn ideal
tion of any English novel In copyright
condition before long, and the wife's
n
A
is that of "East Lynne," of which the plants and vegetables.
authority therein unquestioned. If
public have bought nearly half a milstudent of nature once tried the grow "hubby" forgets
himself und stays out
lion. The earliest published work still lng force of a squash. When It was after 11 o'clock some night the wife
27
by
Inches
in
measured
18
old,
"Poems
and
Tennyson's
days
Is
in copyright
enn either have him lined and get her
s
Two Brothers," which dates from 1837. circumference, he fixed a sort of
share of the proceeds, or she can do
atsen
long
lever
What Is better she can bold t lie knowlaround it, with
The largest amount ever given for
(35,-000over his head
tached. The power of the squash was edge of hiw
rial rights In England Is 7,000
paid by Cornhill for George El- measured by the weight it lifted, the ns a club with which to enforce obeand good behavior generally.
iot's "Romola." The largest check ever weight being fixed to the lever. When dience
Needless to say, the married men of
20.000 it was 20 duys old, two days after the
given to an English author is
tho neighboring German towns are
(1100.000). received by Lord Macauiuy harness was fixed on it, it lifted U0 much exercised over t lie action of the
day
expensive
it
most
lifted
On
nineteenth
the
pounds.
The
for his history.
city authorities of Uelzen, for the law- single volume lately Issued Is Morris' 5,000 pounds.
Is working so well there that they are
20
(1100).
"Chaucer," published at
nfruld it will prove contagious und
spread to their own boroughs. The unThe thickest single volume in print is
Men Hurrecl from the Streets.
custom In Seoul, Korea, married men of Uelzen, of course, are
the "Catalogue of Current Literature,"
A curious
milch pleased with the luw us the
which measures ten and a half Inches is the law which maKes It obligatory as
women of the town.
I hey can now
The highest
across tho back.
for every man to retire to his homo Ituy out nt night and enjoy themselves
545
guineas
Is
for a first edition
when the hu:;e bronze bell of the city free from the Incubus of the old
(12,860) for an uncut copy of the Kilhas proclaimed It to be the hour of fogies.
marnock "Burns."
sunset and the time for closing the
gates. No man Is allowed In the
Iteroarkable Speed of riles.
after that hour under pain of
There is a certain little fly that was streets
Hogging, but the omen are allowed to
observed to run three Inches and make,
' It their friends.
a go about and
in doing it, 440 steps all In one-haMen Fined $3 for

d.

Tenons Tint Are
Commonly Mispronounced.
Because there are no ruies for the
pronunciation of proper names innumerable errors are made in this matter.
There follow the correct pronuncia
tions of the names of some persons of
renown.
sounds the ou
A. T. Quiller-Coueof hlB last syllable as the oo is Bounded In root. Jerome K. Jerome accents
Ihe first syllable cf his last name; he
pronounces It to rhyme with tear 'em.
In the name of Robert Louis Stevenson the Louis is pronounced us though
it were spelt Lewis. Sir Walter
name has Its first syllable accented, and rhymes with pleasant. The
poet Richard Hovey's name has its
first syllable sounded to as to rhyme
with dove.
The name of Andrew Carnegie, says
the Phildelphla Record, is accented on
the second syllable; It should be pronounced as though it were spelt

Xauiea of

h

's

e.

time-honor-

bo-fo-

"self-dead-

knr-nes-

),

price-give-

American

l.ecomotlvcs.

Locomotive
great American
orks built last year 3,384 railway engines, besides an unknown but much
smaller number built in railway shops,
says the New York World. This Is the
greatest record ever made, und shows
much uctlvity in Improving and equipping American railroads. But though
the United States Is Dy far the best
engine market in tha world, 10 per cent
of this great product, 337 engines, were
for foreign markets. A still larger
number were exported In 1900, when the
home market was less Insistent The
The

--

lf

second of time. To equal this, in proportion to his Blze, a man would have
to run at the rate of twenty miles a
minute.
The common Ilea leaps 200 times Its
own length. To show like agility a
man six feet tall would have to leap a
of 1,200 feet. The cheese mite
distance
TriAriC-JL-..Wfir'ArioyAt''
of an inch in
have in the past Is about
Baldwin works-alonyears sold engines In these coun- length, and yet It has been seen to
three
Stark presents them In a chronolol tries: England, Ireland Russia, Spain, take the tip of Its tall in Its mouth,
cal series, showing the advances in acDenmark, Germauy, Belgium, Holland, and then, letting go with a Jerk, to leap
curacy and completeness of tho record. Norway, Sweden, France, Finland, out of a vessel six Inches In depth. To
It was a rapid growth, bo that In
a man would have to Jump
Japan, India, China, Assam, Burmah, equal thiswell
mads
his Tunis. Canada, Alaska, Soudan, Mexiwhen ('apt. John Bonner
from a depth of 144 feet.
out of a
map, the result wus a highly credita-bl- o co, Hawaii, Egypt, Cuba, Peru, Chill,
work, that remained standard for Brazil, Algeria. Uganda, Ecuador, PorI.ert Moner for Odd Purpose.
many years, it Is the oldest map of to Rico, Colombia, Nova Scotia, YucaTwo hundred years ago John How
In
existence showing the tan, Ccsia Rica. British Columbia. San of Guildford, England, left property,
Pos'.on
strtetB a'ld prominent places.
Domingo, Cape Colony, Australia. Far real or personal, upon curious terms.
The old houses are, of course, given more than the "British drum-beat- "
Its Income was to reward "the female
in detii:, each with a brief, though as l..e scream of the American locomotive domestic who remained at least two
a rule). picturu;ue, hlrtory, a merit of whUtle and the thunder of lta mighty years In one situation within the borbeing (be grouping
ho whi le feat-irough, and who should throw the highwheels are "heard round the world."
n one place of so much that la scat-ereest number with two dice in competi
anio.ig pel loc'Laia and old
When a woman begins to grumble tion with another aspirant for tha
she shows her ago.
a

BELIEF.

Extraordinary Premonition of Death
Attributed to Spirit Information.
Dr. Mlnot J. Snvage In Alnslce's:
"The history of the world Is full of
reported apparitions or gliots. Do suoli
things as ghosts exist? I am perfectly
certain that they do. TIiIh does not
mean that I feel that I am ready to explain their origin or nature. I simply
recognize the fnct. Whet her they are
purely subjective or whether they represent some objective reality this is a
question to be settled In ouch particular case. I have many lnstuncca In my
notes; but they must be omitted for the
present.
"There Is one case, however, which
Is of a very extraordinary kind.
It
occurred about a couple of yenrs ago
here in the Immediate vicinity of New
York. There was n certain young man
who had been studying abroad. He had
been at Heldelburg imiversJiy. He was
of anything but an Imaginative
Tall and stalwart In build,
lie had a reputation us an nthlete. Ills
favorite studies Wl re mathematical.
physical nml electrical. He bud returned home from abroad, and, so far as
anybody knew, was lu perfect health.
He was nt the summer home of his
mother. It was bis habit, after dinner, to go out on the piazza and walk
up and ilown while Smoking his pipe.
One evening be cume quietly In, and,
without tulklug with anybody, went
up to bed. The next morning he wont
to his mother's room before she was
up, and laid his hand ou her cheek In
order to nwuken her quietly. Then he
said, 'Mother, I have something very
sod to tell you. You must braco your-sed- f
and bo strong to bear it.' Of courso
she wus startled and usked him what
lie was talking about. He said, 'Mother, I menu Just what I am snytug. I
am going to die, and very soon.'
"When his mother, startled and troubled, pressed him for an cxplutulou, he
said: 'Last night, when I wus walking
up and down tho piazza, smoking, n
spirit appeared and walked up und
down by my side. I hnve received my
call and am going to die.' The mo tiler,
of course, was seriously troubled, and
wondered whether anything might bu
the matter with him. She therefore
sent for the doctor and told him the
story. The doctor mnde n enreful ex
amination, said there wus nothing tho
mutter, treated, the whole thing ns a
bad diva in or a hallucination, told them
to pay no attention to It. und said that
within n few days they would be
laughing at themselves for letting such
n thing worry them. The next morning
the young man did not seem quite as
well as usual, and I lie doctor wus sent
for a second time. Again he snld there
wus nothing the matter, and tried to
laugh them out of their fears. The
third morning the young mini appeared
in still poorer condition, und the third
time the physician wus summoned. He
now discovered a case of appendicitis.
The young man was operated on and
died in a couple of days. From the
time of the vision until his death not
more tbnn five duys had gone by. Some
time after this experience the mother
visited a psychic here in New York.

0
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HOW TO PRDMOUN0E THEM.

Bes-ant-

Dan. iii.

5.

time.
POVERTY

hear all kinds of music

OK

IN PROOF

t.

Made a I'nlqne Record.
Very few kings indeed can have received the three separate rites of baptism, coronation and marriage from
the same minister of God, and probably the rase of
III. is unique
At the time he was born on June 4,
House, St. James'
1738, at Norfolk
square. London, the rector of the parish of St. James' was Dr. becker. bishop of Oxford, who first baptized the
prince privately and about a month
later publicly. In 175S Dr. Seeker was
elevated to the archbishopric of Canterbury, and only three years later
performed the ceremonies of marrying
and crowning the king and queen.

Dinner from the Hlble.
a cloth of blue, and put
thereon the dishes and the spoons, and
the bowls, with the bread In the basket. Num. lv. i and Lev. vill. 31.
Salt without prescribing how much,
and oil in a eruie. Ezra vll. 22 and I,
Kings xvil. 12.
The bright shining candle glveth
light Luke xi, 36.
Tell them who are bidden I have
prepared my dinner. Mntt xxil. 4.
They are strong of appetite. Isa.
vl. 11.
Let us eat and be merry. Luke xv.
Snread

two-third-

Then lie Would Weke.
The late Lord Dufferln was known
to his friends as one of the most
charming of men. His friends were of
both sexe3. Indeed, his platonlc gal
lantries, after he had reached the age
when he could safely Indulge them,
They may bj
were quite unconcealed.
thought to be referred to in Kipling's
sprightly sketch, "Mrs. Hauksbee Hits
Out," which Is of the period when
Lord Dufferln was viceroy of India. hand.
That this tendency on the part of the
"Every authority on any one subject
noble spouse was the subject of amibeen carefully sought out and conhas
able banter by Lady Dufferin Is at- sulted, and It is believed nothing has
tested by a reminiscence of their so been neglected which would tend to
journ in Rome, when Iord Dufferin make the work a most
valuable acwas British ambassador there.
quisition to the history of Boston in
There had been during the night a
presshock of earthquake In Koine, which its letterpress, as well as in the
to
posterity
old
of
rare
ervation
the
am
naturally formed a topic at tne
bassadorlal dinner table ne.it day. It prints here Incorporated."
A measure of how far this aim has
turned out that every one had felt the
shock except the ambassador, who had been carried out appears in a commenslept through It. "Oh, well," observed datory note by Dr. Samuel A. Oreen.
of the city nnd librarian or
a guest, "the last trump would not
waken Lord Dufferin." "No," assented, the Massachusetts Historical Society,
the marchioness, and added thought- than whom probably no one is better
fully, "unless It happened to be the qualified to speak. He says:
"I am familiar with many of the old
queen of hearts."
prints copied In your book, and can
testify to their careful reproduction.
A Sable Itndd'ng Geatn.
The work will be a great help to the
Brother Dickey came in yesterday, local antiquary, and the Interest In It
lending a black pickaninny ty the by no means
confined to Bostonians.
hand. "He ain't but 10 year ol suh," Some of the views are taken from enhe explained, "but he done gone inter gravings now exceedingly rare, and all
do writin ' business, en he says he of them have an historical value."
gwine beat dls ycr Dunbar feller writNeedless to say that Mr. Stark bein' fer de race. He done light in ter gins at the beginning, reviewing the
buildin' of a story, en heab's a small evidence for the "first" dlscoverv of
sketch er It, but he say hit'il be 'bout the city, in which the claims of Lief,
three stories high 'fo' he git throo' wid the son of Eric, of John and Sebastian
it." And Brother Rickey handed over Cabot, of Bartholomew Gosnold and
thb following, which is printed verbaCapt. John Smith, the latter of whom
tim:
discovered the city In 1614, while on
"When spring begins to dawn the a fur trading tour of the coast, and is
young sprouts of all varieties that has
the authentic "first Bostonlan."
been nestled In the earth during the
The early history need not be reputs
out their counted here, except In some of the
long and dreary winter,
The principal points, particularly
green heads, looking upward.
the rebirds begin to warble sweet melodies solve cf Gov. Wint'nrop to settle on a
from their throats. Also one can see, point of land that he calleu Charles-towby close observation, poisonous repIn honor of Charles I.; the distiles Ueiug about at if they wers sun- content of the colonists on
tho
ning themselveB and resting up from Charlestown peninsular on account or
the sleep of the cold v. inter that had the lack of fresh water added to their
Just passed into the great beyond, still general destitution; their ultimate dethere is nothing or no one more thank- termination to move over to the neighful for the spring than the Poet." Atboring peninsula of Tramount, where
lanta Constitution.
water was plentiful, at least. This
was also known as Shawmut.
Gnus of the Mlkasa.
A cut of the then embryo city shows
The trials of the Improved Elswick
the three hills that earned for It the
gun mountings for the barbette guns "Tramount," or "Thlmount," name,
ol the .Japanese oattiesnlp Mlkasa and Is the beginning of Mr. Stark's
seem to prove that they are a long long series of pictorial contributions
way In advance of anything yet in use to Boston history.
in our navy, says the St. James GaThe picture of Mr. Blackstone's
zette. From the after barbe.te, firing house is Given next, the first one
unalmed shots, the gun was on one erected In "Shawmut," supposed to
occasion loaded and fired in thirty sechave been near the corner of present
onds on the best previous performance.
Mr.
streets.
and Charles
But the most remarkable result was Beacon
Invited his countrymen
by the forward
barbette, Blackatone
achieved
over from Inhospitable Charlestown,
which, firing aimed rounds from open
and they came, promptly naming their
gun, got off three shots in a net period
new home Boston, after Boston in
nlnety-Beven
avseconds,
or at an
of
Kngland, from whence many of the
e
thirty-threerage rate of one rounu in
settlers came.
d
As, however,
seconds.
and
Early maps of the city are fairly
tne gun's crew was 'merely a scratch
Mr
lot, It la possiule that the Mlkasa will familiar in reproduction, but
beat this performance in the future.
8h will, at any rate, approach
the
rate of two rounds per gun per minute, which means that from her four
guns alone she will be able to
hurl three tons of steel at an opponent
wltnln that time.

INCIDENTS

money" that Is to say, It was to n
courage fidelity of Bcrvlce and, It must
be feared, a spice of gambling. So the
other day Clara Howard and Florence
Ansell, both of whom nad been in one
service over eight years, threw against
one another, and Clara, casting seven
to Florence's five, received n check for
twelve guineas ($60.)

Kn'o ft All.
man who thought he knew It

Thought He

It

(Special Letter.)

EXIST?

DO GHOSTS

Some Recent and Remarkable Happenings Placed on
Record.

A.rtiqvia.rians Welcome ev Book Recently
Written on the Subject.

CHAUFFEUR MEANS STOKER.
Good

THE QUAINT AND CURIOUS.

BOSTON IN HISTORY.

one-quart-
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"Busoued" Dead llodlos.
Chlcugo firemen who groped their
way through file and smoke and dragged six bodies Into the street from
Bennett hospital, thought that they
we 3 ree -- ing persons wn had been
asphyxiated and not unt the flames
had been subdued did the" learn that
the rescued oodles wro from the
tables of Bennett medical college.
1

Smallest Hank Note Issued.
Bank notes for about a farthing each
circulate freely in Paraguay. It takes
two notes to get oue's boots blacked
and eight to pay the postage of a letter
to England. Yet one of them will buy
three
in the season fifteen oranges,
bananas, or a water melon.
Restrict Landlord' It i:ht
In Holland no landlord has the power of raising the rent or of evicting
a tenant.

St. Jacobs Oil
ESTABLISHED

90 YEARS

Received is Gold Medals from
different International Expositions aa belay the most effective Pain Klllsr ever discovered
Gurmm

Promptly All Bodily

4CWI AND fAIMM.
ACTS LIKE MAGIC!
too and

BOo.

CONQUERS

PI!

OUR TltOI'lOAh TKADE

Pictorial fiumor
ON ITS NATIVE HEATH.

Gen. Jamas II Wll.on Flat Wall Described
the llenellu Wh'rh Are Within Oar
Reach Inland of Cuba la lb Most

II Knew llrttar.
"But two," protested the young man,
"can live as cheaply as one."

aromlslag

of real,

old-tim-

e

Wouldn't It be terrible If we should have war with Germany?
1
don't know. I d like to go over there and got a taste
wiener worst.

Th Mark of Clenta.
Ascum What's that boy of yours
doing now?
Poppers He's got a Job In the bank
and he's going to be president of that
bank some day.
Ascum Bright, eh?
Poppers Well, sir, he can sign his
name so nobody on earth can make it
out.

A son who

"John."
hours later John got the following reply from his father:
"We all feel sorry for you. Advise

Bon.
A few

us how we can help you.
"Your Father."
Appreciation.
Clerk Mr. Snipper was In while you
were out; he said he'd call again tomorrow.
Proprietor Very kind of him.
Clerk But he wanted to collect a
bill.
Proprietor Very kind to say when
he would call.

Puck.

Resources.
Cuba as a
Gen. Wilson
promising field, provided the United
States will enter Into reciprocal trade
relations with it, as the island cannot
be annexed because of the Joint resolution of congress. As annexation Is
out of the question for the present
and until the Cubans so desire, voluntarilyother arrangements for mutual
prosperous trade must be made.
He
regards Porto Rico as a limited field
fer American enterprise and emigration. The population Is dense and the
land almost entirely occupied. As to
Cuba, millions of its acres are untouched, its annual sugar capacity Ls
about 3,000,000 tons, its tobacco Is the
coffee
best In the world for cigars,
grows nearly everywhere
in the Island, and Its pastures and grass lands
will easily support several million
head of cattle, or as many as Iowa and
Texas. Minerals,
such as Iron and
copper, are plenty. As the general
says, "The Island is a natural garden.
The climate and temperature of Cuba
and Porto Rico are at all times better
and more equable thin In any of our
states In the Mississippi Valley south
of the Ohio and Missouri rivers." As
to the population, the whites outnumber the colored two to one, while in
the Philippines there is one white to
fifty of the colored races.
Cnba

Hl.li In Natural

regards

UnlfleaMoB.

"Sectional HneB are vanishing. Soon
there will be no North, no South, no
East, no West."
"Yes; I suppose It's only a question
of time until they get up a corporation
big enough to own the whole country."

college education pays !n the end.
Wrong How so?
Wise Well, my son has signed to pitch for $2,000 next season.
Wise

A

POOR TOMMIE.

A

Modern Tantaln.,

"What's de matter wif Mistuh 'Ras-tu- s
Pinkly?" Inquired one of tne belles
of the parlor social.
"He's a heap o' trouble," answered
the other. "Did you eber hyuh 'bout
de 'gemman In de school book dat wa.
stahvin' wlf Victuals In sight?"
"Yasslndeed."
"Well, dat's de position Mistuh 'Ras-tuis In. He'n been 'p'inted Janitor to
a poultry show."

B

Pleasant Country Nrthbori.
I have
a
Mrs. Waldo (of Boston)
letter from your Uncle James, Penelope, who wants us to spend the summer on his farm.
Penelope (dubiously)
Is there any
society In the neighborhood?
Mrs. Waldo I've beard him speak cf
I prethe Holstelns and Guernseys.
sume they are pleasant people.
Silently Mixed.
Pi of. von Schroller, the representative from Austria at the recent English congress of tuberculosis, stimulated the interest of the members in the
proceedings by saying:
"The work done by this learned
has exceeded riy most sanguine expectorations."

What are you doing with the cruet stand. Willie?
Willie Playln' barber, and I'm glvln" Tommle a shampoo.

Mother

Benefits That Would Ensue.
With the Inflow of capital and emigration to Cuba all of the nations of
Central and South America will be
the recipients of t lie same benefits,
and In Gen. Wilson's opinion, these
countries "lie clearly within our right
ful theater of Interest or influence, and
In the direction of our true trade expansion. We shall much more surely
gain supremacy in trade with our
nearby neighbors, than with those
that He beyond the sea, and the wider
we make our reciprocity with thoBe wo
have undertaken to defend, the more
rapid will be their growth in wealth,
power and civilization."
Great National
In the development of these numerous resources, there must be some national highway for the travel and traffic cf the nations, and in this connection the conception of "The Overland
Route" by Abraham Lincoln appears
now In all its grandeur. Senator Benton urged and later on Mr. Lincoln
selected the Union Pacific as the natural route on which the mighty
streams of western commerce would
be borne, and now the Isthmian canal
is to be built, the waters of the two
oceans mingled,
China, Japan, the
Philippines ar.d the Antilles, to throw
off the sloth and oppression of centuries, it will give to the United State
the rich markets of the Orient, whose
wares and people must pass over the
Union Pacific as the favorite route tc
Europe, Canada, Cuba, Mexico, Central
and South America and the coast ol
Northern and Western Africa. They In
return will Bend their products to exchange for those of the nations, while
the North and South, East and Wesl
of the United States will pour then
manufactures, meats, fruits and grains
into the ports of every Island and every continent, receiving their product!
In return over the Union Pacific as the
great railroad that has brought the
world together and made our country
first among the nations.
.

HIS PREFERENCE.

In the Wrong Depirt meat.
In the millinery buow room of one
of the large department Btorea in Philadelphia a customer Inquired of a
to
saleswoman what they charged
clean feathers.
"Ten cents apiece," was the answer.
"Oh, I could never pay that price!"
gasped the lady.
"How many have you? If you havo
a aufllclent number we might make a
reduction in the price."
"Why, 1 couldn't count them, for I
have two beds full."
Needless to say she was In the
wrong department.
Making
Fit.
Mrs. Borden 1 notice you got a new
suit of clothes
The Boarder Yes; but they're too
loose.
Mrs. Borden Well, ,you can send
them back and get thut altered.
The Boarder I've got a better
scheme. I'm going to look up a good
boarding house.
Quits.
"He proposed to her as a Joke."

"Yes?"
"Well, she accepted him. He does
not regard himself as a humorist any
more."

Llppincott Mlstah Johnsir.g, does yo' play de game or ping pong?
Mlstah Jobnsing No; I devotes all my spare time to craps.

Ml sb

fatality.
"When I began bUbinesB," said the
plutocrat, wearily, "I made a vow that
whenever I earned an even million 1
would quit."
"Why, you'vu done that, many times
over, long ago," said the other man,
"yet you are still accumulating."
Huns In I'" Family.
"That's the curse of It. Whenever I
"Your meter doesn't work," said the think I've made the even million I tint)
on figuring it up It's either a little
gas msn as he estimated a bill.
"That misfortune seems to run In my more or a little less, and I've got to
family," remarked the householder. renew the struggle."
Is In the same fix."
And he sighed fceavljy
"My

(lata the Banent.
"Dey ain't no two ways erbout It,
MlsUh Jackson," said Charcoal Eph,
M he passed the syrup, "w'en er woman mahrles er man Jo' bettah or fo'
worse, she mouty soon flu' out she
gettln' de benefit ob de alternative."

son-in-la- w

Denver Directory.
aassaT!9(aa

THE DlNvlH TENT I
AND AWNINO CO. I
Watt, lllMHt IImNcii

Iirliimr Street. I

14..I U'M

"Now, my poor fellow, don't spend BROWN PALACE
this nickel on whisky." "Mndnme, the European an! American plan., 11.51 anil f! mil op.
suggestion that I would drink live cent nvrnnn
iti. si hkkt.hbab
whisky Is an itmuUrto my taste. This Unrunu unrci
imon kktot.
nuirL
Popular Prices. C. H. Morse, Mgr.
nickel l going forthe lust payment on Strict ly
a canvas-bucduck I bought lu 1803."
9 the bast
n
New York World.
PAINT ROOF SS.S
int lu the niar- and re
kt, lu Muck, brown
IHK,
11.2ft
CO.,
W ATKINS
I
Wuee.
A couple of years ngo the Union
Railroad Company offered prizes
for the best articles on the subject: BEE & DAIRY SUPPLIES
"Can the Farm ami Ranch Products of tern Wrtte for catalog Wat kin MdwCo.,lWwMM
Colorado Be Doubled, and If So, What
KKFAIKR 'or everj known make ol
Would Be the Effect Upon the Busi- rjrnlt.1
GEO. A.
utoTf, luniRce or range.
OHM
ness of Denver? The three liest arti- PULLEN, 1381 Lawrence 8t., Denver, Thune 73.
cles are published In pamphlet form.
For a copy nnd some account of wlint
OR. D. G. MATTHEWS
we have done In the vicinity of Romeo, In the sunny San Luis valley. In
DENTIST.
nert Set Teeth Mitde on Robber,
the way of a practical demonstration
$10.)0. Save H.H. Fare to Denver ou
of this subject, write to Zeph. Chns. (1 ivAia Denial Work. M 17th 8t, Denver.
Denver.
Felt, 102 Boston building,
Colorado.
HARTFORD LOAN & TRUST CO.
First-clas-

THE REASON,

Sympathetic.
went west and entered
politics was at last elected to congress. He was naturally greatly elated and, wishing his parents to share
his good fortune, he sent the following
telegram to his father, who was an
honest old farmer back east:
"Have been elected to congress. Your

Field.

Gen. James H. Wilson In an address on "Our Trade Relations With
the Tropics"
recently delivered at
Boston, gives an exhaustive review of
the future possibilities In our dealings
with Cuba, Porto Rico, and other
tropical countries.
He favors an American Customs Union with all the
countries Bouth of us, beginning with
Cuba, and-athe benefits are received
and felt In our enlargtd commerce, extending the Union to other nations.
He considers Cuba the moct valuable
Held for commencing
the work. It
has about 43,000 to 46,000 square miles,
or 27,600,000 acres at the least, mostly
suitable for raising sugar, tobacco,
coffee, fruits and cattle. Of this acreage nearly 13.000.000 acres are uncleared
forest. These vast forests consist of
mahogany and other hard woods, all
valuable
for manufactures, cabinet
work and shipbuilding. The fruits of
Cuba are manifold, and have been articles of staple consumption In
the
The
Lnlted States for generations.
altitudes of Cuba vary, one elevation
being 7,670 feet above the sea. These
high ranges make the Interior of Cuba
balmy, or to quote Gen. Wilson's
words, "It Is, Indeed, one of the most
beautiful, healthful, and Inviting islands under the sun; and while It He3
Just within the tropics, it can hardly
be called tropical; its climate Is everywhere mitigated by the trade winds
and the balmy air of the surrounding
seas." Since the Spanish authority
over the island ceased, sanitary conditions have been enforced, and the yellow fever has disappeared.

--

Oh!

POSSIBILITIES

ARE OPENED UP.

The old man looked at him pityingly.
"Before a young man marries," h
said, "he ought to have a little experience."
"In what way?"
"He ought to bring up a family of
tii is and then he would gain an approximate idea ol how each individual
woman adds to one's expense account."

Mrs. Smith
Mr. Smith

BUSINESS

IMMEN3E

"How are you getting on with your
hew house, Mantle?" "Oh, Just splendid! Harry Is letting me select all the
drawing room,
colors for the parlor,
dining room, anil bedrooms, and nfter
he gets sonic money he's going to see
somebody about building It." Baltimore News.

afaturlna; Early.
Ted more seems to be quite
a blight fellow.
Grant I should think so! He Is
about as smart -. cbap as you'll And
In a day's travel. Why, he's had tLe
appendicitis, and he isn't 22 yet!"
Holden

Had ln Thr.
"New Year's glf, Marse William!"
'"Vby didn't you come around on
II

Christmas?"

"1 did come, suh; but you wuz so
full, you didn't know what day It v, u.. "

French and American Sports,
The great trouble with this country
Is that it takes Its amusements toe
serio 'sly. A century or so ago duel
lng was all the ruge here, but so many
were killed by too enthusiastic lndul
gence in the sport, that laws wen
finally paused prohibiting It. In France
however, It Is still one of the leading
and the list of dead and
sports,
wounded resulting from It In a yeai
over there Is much lees than our list
of football casualties for one season
Syracuse Evening Herald.

Tn-clfl- c

$25 to California.
Daily during- March nnd April, the Run-l- a
Fe will sell cnlnnlat tickets from Denver, Colorado Springs or Pueblo to Call
fornla points nt rate of $25. Full particulars by calling on or addressing J. I.
Hall. General Agent Santa Fe. Denver.

Colorado.

Though n man may be entitled to rrcillt
for his ability to avoid work, he la
able to obtain It at the corner

m

F.RNK8T-CAKMKR HI, DO., DKNVKK.
I n lit. proved ftitmh Property.
few arid quartern In hateru Colorado. Town lota
jrlM Valley Iand,
In Mont Vlula nnd Windsor.

Improve d nuil

A

tljrj

Choice Lift of CATTLE
l. j kit u 41 1
IMMV
RANCH KS, FA It.MS AND
Iamus.
FRFIT TRACTS, Improved or unimproved.
Write or mil tofore fiuyliitf,
II Kit MAN C. SHAY, 80U Equitable Uldg.,
Denv er
Phone aOM.

nel-lo-

rio-cer-

RELIABLE ASSAYS.
80! Gold and Silver. .. ..jn.75
AO
liotd, Silver, Copoer ijjo
by nmll receive prompt

Gold
Lead
-

tattcntloii.

LADIES.

TO YOUNG

(.old nnd Silver lEeflned nnd Bought.

OCDLN ASSAY

lGthNt,

CO.,

ver, I olo.

From the Treasurer of tho
Young People's Christian Tem- Association, Elizabeth E. E. BURLINGAME
Jicrance
du Lac, Wis.
ASSAY OFFICE -r" Dxab Mrs. Pinkhau

I want to

:

tel! you and all the younj ladies of tho
country, how grateful I am to you for
all the benefits I have received from
using Lrilla E. IMnkham's Vege-

table Compound.

suffered for

1

CO.,

&

v

Established in Colorado, 1666. Samples by mall or
express will receive prompt and careful attent ion
Geld & Silver Bullion "SVu'IEhweST
1736-173-

St..

Lawrence

8

ItglglsSf
Denver,

100

Concentration Tests

Colo..

STOCK

BANKRUPT

of

OUra
ft:to. S4t. .
BIcyclM Cut to 'jo.
Bicycles
of
I.srK.t Stivs
T1ren

fll.OO
75

Saddle,
l'edalr,

H

ami Hlcycle HnD'lrit
St. Lotdl A 'KrUco
WltlTK FOB
DETAIL PRIORS OX

per piilrup.
cents mi h

oi

jut

sr

i'iM

KS.

N 111(1

IIHOWN 4 BKCK, Denver, Colo.

stweTeTosfnT

tew

out a

choice

FARMS
MISS ELIZABETH CAIKE.

months from suppressed
elht
effected my
struation, and

it

men-

entiro

system until I becamo weak and debilitated, and at times felt thut I had a
hundred aches in as many places. I
only used the Compound for a few
weeks, but it wrought a ch;inge in mo
which I felt from the very beginning.
1 have been very regular since, have no
pains, and Und that mj entire body is
as If it was renewed. I gladly recommend Lydla 10. Pinkliain'H Vege-

table Compound to everybody."
Miss Elizabeth Caine,
St., Fond du Lac, Wis.
about testimonial

C9 W.

Division

fCOOO

Is not genulnt.

forfait If

At such a time the greatest aid to

is Lydla K. Phikbam's
Vegetable Compound. It prepares

nature

the young system for the coming
change, and is the surest reliance for
woman's ills of every nature.

Mrs. Pinkbam Invites all
young women who are ill to

write ber for free udico.
dress

JL

Ad-

nn, Mass

Big Four
ROUTE

STOCK

RANCHES.
TRUST CO.,

THE CENTRAL

Denver,

179

Colorado.
TEL

CHAMPA STREET.

28-1-

Colorado Grown Trees gJiSif"
lotfue free. Tweuly-twment, COLOKADO

FRUIT

&

vears
I.'

under one manae- -

111

." I'lllll:!

'.

'

HO.

GARDEN IANDS

Houses und Lot. 8. B. At water, Oanon City, Cola
Ter m eay. Monthly payment U more ronveuieu
Hulenineu to nell our
stock guaranteed
WiTrn
imrneiy Flock.
idrlclly flrfd clan and order tilled true to name.
j

Colradi-irrowT-

All

Hpedal lnduceii.et.tn to local amenta. Hteady employment atid Rood money for active men. Home choice
territory yet uncovered. Write for term".
The Not in ii Nuraery Co.. Denver, Colo.

Burrell's Best Seeds.
On Fo kjr Pun) i t n a in
nnd WatermfUni
fnll of 19ill. My garden need' are all of Market
1J null I,v. All who grow t tll
It. Ik free.
should have my catalogue.
Write
No garden t (.omplete without my

Uardenera'
.

Itl KIU

not

s ROC'Kl FORD BEKD

1,1.

si., Bocki Ford, Colo

California
Hot Springs for $25
TO THE

WORLD FAMED VIROINIA

Pron

Deiivor; sninp reduction

4o riiocnlx, Arizona.
1 Hilly,
Mai i ll 1 to April 30.
'J'liroiiKli tourist sleepers

Magnificent Train Service,
Dining Cars, Pullman Sleeper?,
Observation Car-- .

to I.os Angeles ami
Hi)
1'iHiii-isioiilso chair ears.
lloint'M cUrrs travaras by this
line Hie rich San .Joaquin Valley;
marvelous results from
extensive tarmlttg on Irrigate
la nils; ask for hook about It.
;

11

THE NEW

Homestead Hotel
Entirely rebuilt of Brick, Stone
f,
will be
and Iron,
opened on March loth, 1903.

Santa

Flie-proo-

Reduced Rate Tickets now on sale.

Iy5

Call on home agent or adilresa J. V. Hall.
General Agent A.. T. & 8. F. Hy.,
Denver, Colo.

For full information
call on agents of the

BIG FOUR ROUTE.
or address the undersigned
a ANSI N J. IWCH,
Usu'l Pass. A Ticket Aft.

P. UlPPt.
Asst. U. P.4T.A

W.

CINCINNATI. O.

CLOVER

r I. nicest Ki'imcrs of I
Clover. Thnntliv and
Grosses. Our northern L'rown Clover.
for vleo'. fiost unj drouth resisting
i properties, hu&justly become famous,

Samples Clover, Timothy sod Gnuci sad
esisios aisiica you lor sc poslSfe.

JOHN

SHORTHANO AND BUSINESS COURSES.
ceeured. Four tenMiiu In HhortuauJ by
mull, 1'iuf. 8ond for Catalogue.

014 Clmrlea

i

' SUPERIOR CLOVER, bu. $5.90: 100 lbs. S3 80 1
Li Cross Prima Clover, bu. $6 60; 100 lbs. ,6.20 1

f rest

j

A.5ALZ1

Seed

Co.i

LaCrosse,Wis.

Hulldlns;, Denver.

JLLlJ

CROPS

rr TUX

Our Bead, are ADalTFJ) TO THE IltlllOATFD LA.NDR

wilst. a

mii line or

Garden, Field and Flower Seeds.
FEhTILIZ R3, CARflEN

hHUHV
Wri

TOOLS,

:7cHfii,
AND BKE KEfCPEKa
for "ur no into- Illu trad Oatai-i-

ColoracloSEcdHcuse

t.F.

ETC

:7o:-
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"WHAR WE DEW CUM IN!"
(An answer to the solioqulsfnK fnrmtr that THINKS he wants Free
gar, but don't know what's good for him.)

Su-

through his hat,
"I've ben Ilstenln' to a farmer, that's
About how the farmer'd prosper with Haw Sugar and all that;
But he don't know nothin' 'bout It, he's ben Ilstenln' to some Jay
Thet's ben hired by the Sugar Trust, an' don't know wheat from hay.
He Jos' talks him round his finger, an' then tries to shet his eyes
An' make him believe thet rnlslu' beets 'II make his sugar high,
beetB, an' then
An' says there's mighty few around
He whines: "If them I)KW prosper, tell me Wbar dew I cum In?"
beets, but doesn't add
He nee the hull land ain't
Thet there's acres and there's acres of thet land thet once was bad;
Thet's
with the sugar beet, and turuin' In the tin,
And the farmer Is
an' bis folks Is movin' in.
An' there'e 'leven states
them, an' what's more, I'm sure,
There's more as wants to stop
other erops thet's poor;
An' this young an' growln' lntunstry a leetle giant now,
Will die If sugar comes in free and makes us poor, I 'low.

Thet Sugar Trust Is mighty smart an' slick, I Just allow,
They sen: "If sugar oorncn In free, the price will fall an' how
The people gets the benefit an' pays three cents a pound,"
But they gives a little wink an' knows what you an' me has found
Thet when the Trust gits hold o' things by talkln' "lower price,"
And how the farmer 'U sure get rich If be will treat them nice.
Why, then, es soon es they have shet up that poor clrtter'g eye,
They send their prices Bourlu' up, an' whar is you an' I?
Don't swaller their deceiWn' talk how prices will fall
When sugar's free an' how 'twill be a benefit to all
Ker there Is Colorady State when Trusts got hold of "lie,"
They jumped from ten to twenty cents, an' thet Is Jest thar Btyle.
So. 'though they holler 'bout the good to farmers, dealers, us,
They don't care for the farmer nor the country not a cuss;
An' yer t'osterln' a great Industry who votes ter keep the tax
Keepln' money In yer pockets, an' good clothes upon yer backs.
Then thet same Jay soz they 're wlllln' ter pay Uncle Sam bis cash
In taxes when he needs It, but, still, though, they talk eo brash,
I nciiis It's the farmer pays his taxeB on his bind,
An' Beet Sugar men wot gives 'lm fer his work a sum In hand,
What enables him to keep the State an' then lay by a pile,
While the Trust fer free raw sugar '11 send Its money many amile
In small wages to the coolies and not think it any sin
To pocket the good profits but wkar dew we cum In?

SERVANT GIRLS' ROOMS.

Current News
and Views

atoroeatlr Arm Entitled to More
fortable Sleeping; Apartments.

VIOLINIST A SOCIITY LION.
In London last spring a Kubellk
party was the very smartest entertainment even a duchess could offer her
friends.
Indeed, since FaderewskTs
advent there has been bo such Hon as
spirituathis same
l-looking
Hungarian gypsy virtuoso of the violin. Kubellk Is only 21
years of age, ar.d his 1b not the
musical genius that starves in a garret.
By a sudden bound he has leaped Into
the forefront of his profession. It la
said that he Is about to undertake
a tournee, as It Is called, for which
he will receive $100,000. This fortune
Is sometimes the reward of a llfetlmo
of struggle and hard work, but Kubellk has scarcely emerged from his
teens, and he Is going to make this
sum In the course of a few months
In the United States while waiting for
the next London season to commence.
He plays, too, wth the abandon which
shows the artist. As one watches him
one feels that he has forgotten his
audience, that his mind Is far away,
and his bouI Is wrapped In music. It
Is pathetic to see how the prodigy la
guarded and protected from the vulgar, mundane crowd. At the parties
that he goes to he never touches any
refreshments. Nobody is allowed to
carry his violin; he has his own accompanist and his own piano. A
monarch could not show a higher or
more loyal sense of dignity. Yet he
Is a charming, unsophisticated
boy,
absolutely unspoiled by the homage
that is paid him. There la a touch of
pale-face- d,

long-haire-

d

'Bout them sgar makers grabbln' he's mlstooken, Is my friend
Fer they don't make no great profit on the millions they expend,
Or the millions ter the farmer thet they're payln' every year
Thet free sugar '11 stop thar gittin' In a Jiffy, never fear;
Fer the contracts ain't fer long, sir, an' when cums them years Is done;
tew keep runnln' jest fer fun;
Sure the factory ain't
An' they '11 she down an' the farmer '11 hev to shet down, tew.
An' I don't see whar OUB benefits Is comin's in, dew you?

Com-

The servant girls throughout the
country nre asking that comfortable
slipping apartments lc us!gncd th"in.
As a rule the room of the "hired girl"
In the most cheeiless and contracted In
the house and It Is no wonder that she
seeks to fly from It on every occasion
that she receive! an Invltntlon to spend
an evening elsewhere. Every charitable Institution in the country built
for paupers and orphans Is fitted up
with steam beat, cold water and the
matrons take great pride In showing
visitors the bathrooms with all the

modern Improvements.
And It Is not
strange the girls Who work for their
living would like a few of the privileges that are given to those who are
living on Charity. It is not too much
to assume Inn the girls who live In our
homes and who cook our mcnt ond
bread for us to ent may possibly have
the same ambitions to keep clean and
comfortable as those who are living In
charitable institutions. It is not going
beyond the bounds of all reason to
suppose that If n girl Is earning her
living she has n natural desire to be
and miht like a closet
to keep her clothes where the moth
and dust doth not corrupt; that she
may like an opportunity to tnke a bath
once In a while and that she may
a decent room.

en-Jo- y

A Curious Custom.
No document can have the authority of
the Imperial throne of China unless It
bears a red mark placed there by the
sovereign. With this seal upon it, the paper becomes official. The genuine llostet-ter'- s

Stomach Hitters must have their
Die Stamp over the neck of the
bottle. For fifty years It has been the
recognized remedy for stomach, liver and
Kidney complaints, it will cure dyspepsia, Indigestion, constipation and biliousness, also prevent malaria, fever and
ague.

Private

Catarrh Cannot He Cared
with LOOAT,, APPLICATIONS, an they cannot
reach the sea, "f the nlsoane. Catarrh Is a
blood or constitutional disease, and In order to
cure It you must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure Is takon Internally, and acta
directly on the blood and mucous surtacea
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is not a quack medicine.
It was prescribed by one of the best physicians
In this country for years, and la a regular prescription. It Is composed of the best tonics
known, combined with the best blood purine-- ,
acting directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two Ingredients Is
what produces such wonderful results in curing
Catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.
Props., Toledo, U
F. J. CIIKNKV &
Sold by druggists, price 7Bc.
Hall's Family Pills are the best

THREE

plished by Lydia . Pinkham'i
Vegetable Compound.

"Dear Mrs. Pin mi a m: I waa In
an awful state for nearly three years
with a complication of female troubles
which three physicians called by different names, but the pains were all
the same. 1 dreaded the time of my

(..

If you feel uncomfortable it may only
be a sign that you hud an uncommonly
good Thanksgiving dinner.

WW

Many good physicians and nurses use
Wliard Oil for obstinate rheumatism
and neuralgia. U'b the right thing to

VELA

do.

Now the question Is. "Will the automobile that calls for the
girl
be painted white T"

Half an hour is all the time required to
dye with PUTNAM FADELESS DYES.
Sold by druggists, 10c. per package.
The progress of many a pilgrim has
been s lide hard by bunions.

Li

I'

ttnpH the Cough and
Works Off the Cold

ttreBronioQuinlue

Tablets. Prlce25c.

Vhe recent dog show In Denver Is
scribed, as a howling success.

MABELLE L. LaJIONTE.

de-

monthly periods for it meant a couple
of days in bed in awful agony. I finalPIgo'ii Cure for Consumption is an Infallible
ly made up my mind that the good
doctors were guessing ; and hearing
vedle'.ne for oouKtas and colds. N. W. iini'ti,
Dcean Orove, N. J., Feb. 17. 1900.
from different friends such good reports of Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg,may
you
faith
how
much
No mntter
etable Compound, 1 tried that. I
have In your watch. It Is of no use withbless the day I did, for it was the
out works.
dawning of a new life for me. I used
Syrup.
Soothing
Wlnslow's
five bottles before I was cured, but
Mr.
Pot children teething, soften the sums, reduce!
were taken I was a well
sllsyi tisln, cures wind colic 25o a buttle. when they
woman once more. Your Compound is
Colonel B. No, parson. I only take certainly wonderful. Several of my
whiskey for a cold. Parson But you ap- - friends nave used it since, and nothing
drink Just as much when you
beBt do I ever hear from its
Eear to
no cold. Colonel B. A'.! But an but the
ounce of prevention Is worth a pound of use." Yours, Mabkixe L. LaMonte,
223 E. 31st St., Chicago, 111.
ferftlt If about Ustlmtnlml It not gtnalnt.

Willy Boy How enn you think that cure.
don't love you when I've kissed you
arret
FITS FermanentlyCured. Itoflts or nerrousness
twenty times In the last five minutes? first
day s use of Ir. Kline s Groat Nerve Restorer,
Because If you loved iue ycU
wouldn't have kept count.

DOCTORS

Failed to Do for His Mabelle L.
LaMonte What Wan Accom-

I

(Silly Ulrl

CHICAGO

tbooo

If Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound could cure Miss
LaMonte why not you ? Try it
and see for yourself.
Mrs. Pinkham advises sick women free. Address, Lyon, Mass.

bond lor FKRR S'e.OO trial oottle and treatise.
Da. R. H. Klin. Ltd. ,9:1 Aran Su. Philadelphia, Pa,

" 'Pears to me." said Uncle Peter, "we
Now Is the time of year when the girls
examination
complain of chapped lips and It Is as ought to have a "Ivll service
fool killer. The present Incumbent
for
hard as ever to keep the chaps away
doesn't seem to half tend to business."
from them.

tew my friends
So I'm gin' to keep si In mi in' an'
'Bout these fellers who want sugar free, to suit thar private ends.
Fer they want ter starve the farmers YEBE ter pay the folks out THEBB,
Ter kill this rinln' industry an' blast these acres fair,
While they pocket all the profits an' keep sayln' mighty sly.
Why, we save the farmer tuxes, when he hain't a place ter He.
So, friends, don't swaller all the argymtnts they about,
Fer the farmer needs protection we must bar raw sugar out.
ter my Congressmlan an' say.
An' I'm goln' ter write
He must work ter save the farmer, in' perte t him NO DELAY!
hi r you grow beets er not
Keller farmers, dew yer utmost, w
Fer yew want yer country prosr rnj', and ter help the farmer's lot
ty would end;
Ter repeal thet tax on sugar y pros
'Twould but make thet Trust th( letter, 'though it claims ter be yer friend.
Fer they '11 make no cheaper inijjar, ii you let them In this win
hen they ve took me an you in.
We won't get no three- eut sugar,
-

m
Women and Their
Ways My a Illy the

Other Sex. 9 9 3

KUBELIK, THE VIOLINIST
pathos about his career. Born in a
little village near Prague, he had for
father a humble peasant, who was also
a fiddler, just an ordinary village fiddler, who used to play at rustic feasts.
The father died Just before the boy he
had scraped and slaved for made his

ESSHSSV " .''

first success.
SUES CITY

OF

ST. LOUIS.

Ferdlnando Avedano, the young
who has sued the City of St. Louis
and the smoke Inspector thereof, asking a mandamus to enforce the laws
against the smoke nuisance, is the
leading singer of the Southwell Opeia
Company, and Is backed in his suit
Mr.
by the owners of the company.
Avedano claims In his petition that
as he was walking along Olive street
-or

When men are very young th" think
they know all about women;
they reach middle life they eoru'ust)
they understand only few members of
the Bex; when they attain the full ma
turlty of their mant.'tl power and have
had a wide experleno they give the
problem up and confec' that wmn-tare past finding out. An exp
man is amused if not angered to hear
callow youths boasting about their
n

knowledge

-

of

women's

ways.

One

youth In a cafe the other night delivered the declaration that no wise man
ever had a proposal of marriage rejected by a woman because a wise man
could find out what the answer would
be before he put the question. "There
are a hundred little ways of finding
out a woman's mind," Bald he, "and
any man of experience can tell
whether his suit Is favored. The pressure of the hand, the tones of the
voice, little attentions scarcely perceptible but offering glimpses of the
heart, speedily forgiven, all are signs
by which a mar may foretell infallibly
whether the answer to his proposal
will be yes or no."
The error of tbla young solon lay in
the fact that re took reason to guide
him through tJ labyrinth of the feminine mind. He was not aware that
women are Inclined to be cold toward
the favored tut yet unaccepted lover,
'and that no matter how infatuated the
girl may be shn will rebuke any symptom of assurance or confidence with
instant and condign pualshment. But
she does this, not because she dislikes
laudaclty In a suitor, but because she
to surrender
.deems It unbecoming
without a contest and It humiliates
her to have him think that she is an
easy conquest! A girl may fancy a
man and even encourage him, hut
when she faces the question and Is
compelled to decide whether she will
A RANGER

EXPLOIT.

a Sergeant Slays Bit
Euemy.
As In pursuit of other classes of offenders the Haagers clinched their efforts wltH a killing whenever it was
necessary.
One night a sergeant and
a private went out to watch a watering place known as Green Lake water
hole, where the fences had been cut
repeatedly. They lay In wait all night
and In ti e early morning three men
rode up lo the spring, cut the fence
surrounding It and drove their cat t it
Into the water. The Bangers, who had
observed the wnole proceeding from
their ambush, sprang up at this Juac-turaad ordered the men to surrender
Instead of doing so they fired upon the
the private dawn at
Bangers,
The sergeant rethe flrat volley.
turned thflr fire, felling one man and
wounding the other, who was never
theleei able to run away. The third
man Jumped behind a rock, and the
With Twe Ouu

e

have him or not many considerations
may affect her choice and make her
wish she had not suffered the affair to
go so far. Men do not and never will
know women. Women do not know
themselves. The sex Is full of contradictions. When a women is fondest of
a man she most delights to tease or
torture him. When she dislikes his
very presence she Is often most gracious. Women are often called dreams
.and, like dreams, they go by contraries. Few men ever get really acquainted with a woman until they
have married her and lived with her
awhile. She will hold her true self in
the background and recede as he
That Is why many girls who
are popular with men are disliked by
women, who know them better, and
why the favorite of all the women is
sometimes neglected by the men and
permitted to become an old maid.
That, too, 13 why many men, soon
after marriage, discover that they
have made a grievous mistake. A man
ought not marry a girl In a hurry, nor
should he marry one whom he does
not know very well. A man ought to
consider how his inamorata will look
ten year after the wedding. Ue
should compare her with her mother
and should ask himself: "Wero she
to become fat, shapeless and middle-age- d
would I love her still?"
Beauty does not last except In rare
cases and the man that marries should
bear In mind that his bride will not
always be pretty and graceful. Let
him look at the wives of his friends
and then marry If he dares. It the
sentiment that inspires bim ia the real
thing, If he Is ready to take the bitter
with the sweet, let him marry, by all
means, and be happy forever afterward. But If his love Is an emotion of
sudden origin and transient nature let
him beware.

Chicago Chronicle.

sergeant, noting his movement, did
From their entrenched polikewise.
sitions the two men began a duel that
They lay In the
lusted for hours.
sand firing at each other whenever the
movement of an arm or leg displayed
the slightest target, but neither on
venturing to raise his head except just
after his enemy had fired. This first
the sergeant finally turned to his advantage. His comrade'a rifle lay where
It had fallen, near his feet, and by
careful efforts he was finally able to
draw It to him. Carefully aiming both
guns serosa the rock In front of him
he fired one. The fence-cuttraised
his head for an Instant to take him
and In that Instant a rifle ball from
er

the sergeant's reserve battery struck
him squarely In the center af the forehead. That was the last of the fence
cutting at Oreen
Lake. Leslie's
Monthly.
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Oldest of Living Royalties.
The oldest of all living royalties Is
the Duchess Frederick of
who has Just passed her 90th
birthday. She Is the sister of the oldest sovereign, the King of Denmark.
She married at the age of 23, but her
married life was clouded by a great
sorrow. Her husband lost bis reason
Auhalt-Bern-ber-

their union and the
duchess waa regeut until bis death, IS

shortly after
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most delicate skin. The
and
curative auulUit s ol Ui is article are wonderful. It will atop the tuothut he at once, and
relieve headache uml sciatica. We recommend It as the beat uud mfesi external
counter-irritanknown, also as un external
t
remedy for pulns in the chest and stomach
and all rheumatic, neurultfio and gouty complaints. Atrial will prove what we cluim
for It, and It will be found to be Invaluable
In the household. Many people say "It Is the
best of uil of your preparations,"' Price 10
cents, at nlldruvirists or other dealers, or by
sending this amount to us In postuge stumps
we will send you a tube by mull. No article
should be accepted by the public uoIcks the
same carries our iuel, us otherwise it Is not
CHHAHHtiOliGH MFU, CO.,
genuine.
IT State Street, Nkw yobk Citt.

A
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COLXAP31ULB 11' ii if .
A substitute for am) superior to muHtard or
any other planter, and will not blUtor the
(

Robbers lrug Victims.
an
Armourdale
Adolph Carlson,
Louis Arllnger,
(Mo.) saloonkeepe-- ;
his night bartender; Tom Schwaber, a
packing house employe, and the saloon porter were drugged ir Carlson's
place of business by two robbers, who
drops. The
administered "knock-out- "
robbers secured $200 In cash and $159
in checks and then set fire to the building and escaped. The fire was extinguished before much damage was done.

of Figs

well-inform-

eL'tt

la the petition.

appeals to the cultured and the
and to the healthy, because its component parts are simple and wholesome and because it acts without disturbing the natural functions, as it is wholly free from every objectionable
quality or substance. .In the process of
manufacturing tigs are used, as they are
pleasant to the taste, but the medicinaj
virtues of Syrup of Figs are obtained
from an excellent combination of plants
known to be medicinally laxative and to
act most beneficially.
To get its beneficial effects buy the
genuine manufactured by the
Syrup

he was suddenly enveloped by a cloud
from the
of dense smoke, Issuing
chimney of an electric plant near by,
which so affected his lungs and throat
that he was unable to appear on the
stage that evening and suffered much
pain of body and mind In consequence.
A physician whom ho consulted
him that the smoke had gravely
affected his vocal organs and forbade
his using them for several days. The
suit Is brought not only in the interest
of the tenor, but of all the people of

FEKDINANDO AVEDANO.
the city, and all are invited to joia
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Louis Marcati and E. P. Westo-h- y
made a business trip to Tbop,
the past week
ill fas Bertha Htimblin returned
f him Questn, hist Saturday, and if
once more busy with her School
We failed last week, to
B F HVtli ate his Christum
dinner with Mr. and Mrs. Hooson.
Solomon and Jose Kael who are
attf'Ddiiiij school at thi places.spent
tbe past week at Questa, visiting
their patents anil other friends.
Jfiss Maml Hamblin who is
tuHchint e very success term ot
school- at S&n Pablo, Colorado,
spent the Hrrllidttys with her parents at Questa.
O. H. Keen who bs been visiting tits family at Taos, and help
S- Mineral Surveyor Williing
am Mclvenn near Espanola, re- turned to btttd liiver, Tuesday
A. M. Ewing received a box of
fTavanas as a Chric(t.mas present
fioin Ins nephew, W. D. Ewing of
Mitchell, ludiuna. We know they
were alright is they were sent by
a H rosier.
J3, F. Angustlfie came iu from
last Saturday, to spend the
winter. Mr. Angnstiue located the
.L'oiu Boy miuing claim up I'loueer
creek, about five years ago.
He
came at the pivsevl. time, to be
ready wberi the boom strike-- iim
in tlif spring.
Brv. A. V. Morrison was Injured
in tbe Berilla railroad wreck lat,:
week. lie is in hospital at Trinidad but is reported doing finely.
Sir. Morrisou is Superiutenent of
English Mission of the M. E.
ehnvch for New Mexico. He nut
preached here a number of timet
atd his manv friends hope he will

n.,irl,iy at Jftd

JXtot Qounty, New Mexico.
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F.liza-bothtow-

the past week.
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John Lncataiche visited
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RATES
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Re.a River, Ne

Mexico, Postoffice.

Of SUBSCRIPTION

Weekly, per

yir

81.50

six motftTiB

75

Vfwkly, three months

dO

Stanford White ia one of the :TgTM
collect ore ot antique statuary in

C. H. Brigliam was dowu from
Anchor, New Yearn.
S. V. Thonipsou visited Eliza
fict.htown, Tuesday.
Wilmot Brown was down from
Anchor, to spend New Years.
'Ed. McOollum is improving and
A'ill be able to set tip in a day or

U-

;

two.

Earl Young spent a few clave nt
Anchor, the pnt xretUt with tVil-aBrown
Preaching ljest Sunday morning and efening by the pttstor
ftev. W. 9. Wright All are
invrmf to attend.
Wo had a smallpox scare the
first erf the week but the smallpox
failed to materialize and ull are
happy .
Capt. 3. W. Enttnons one at the
.'float cuturprising men of this
is up from Questa, for a few
cert-dial- lv

sec-rio- u

dt! VS.

avpr.iR and

t

Durinir excavations near Lampaaki.
on tite Daidanellea, a beautiful v.was found. It ia made of burnt e!ay,
encrusted on the exterior with gold
It hus three ifolden handlea and spien- did re.iefs
representing
bating
scenes. The date .of the vase, which
contained human usJiva, bones and
peui-lsia estimated at ubouv h. G. 400.
A baa relief by Clodiou. representing,
fnwns, nymphs and cupid
at ilny,
hun been discovered in a Paris nun- nery. The relief was carved for Prin- ceas Louise of C'onde, in the1 eighteenth
centurj, and when she became a nun

the figures were covered with plaater.
A Prussian cannon ball at the time of
the siege of Paris chipped off the plas- ter, showing the sculpture beneath. A
French Hntiquarittu society intenda to
present it to the Carnavalet muaeum,
though the price asked for it ia $40,000.
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RIFLES and

Too much housework WTecks women's nerves. And the constant,
care ot children, day and night, is
often too trying for even a strong
woman. A haggard face tells the
story of the overworked housewife
and mother. Deranged menses,
lencorihura and fulling of the
womb result from
overwork.
Every housewife needs a remedy
to regulate tier menses and to
keep bcr sensitive female organs
in perfect condition.

PISTOLS

have justly earned their reputation for Accuracy, Durability and Penetration.
THE CRACK SHOT is very
popular among the boys. A
take down, accurate .'22
rifle for only 84.00.
li-b- er

Where these rifles are not sold by
dealers, we will send aame express
prepaid on receipt ot price. Hend
stamp fur catalog describing complete
lino and containing valuable informal inn to sliooters.
The J, SteVwHS Arms anb Tool Co.
P.

0. Btx

CHICOPEC FAtlS, MASS.
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RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD
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SALT LAKE CITY
n Routt ft and fmnt

,,,.

AftU UHANU

RwacIiIdc all the principal tnwnn and mlulxig
oemptii Colorado, Utab and Mew Mexico.
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own work without any help, aud T
ft iMihed lut week anl wna not one bit
tired. That ahowa that the Wine la
dniuir me good. I am gettluir fleshlur
than I eVer vaa htiroret and bJicp good
and eut hearty. Before I began taking
Winu of Cardui, I uaed to have to lay
down Ave or six timna every day, but
now I do not think of lying down thro ugh
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She recently won a cae involving
renl estate allied at flOn.000.
Mrs. Andrew Carnegie ia a rery
plain, practical rromau
who buya
carefully. Thus, while hrr goivns are
faiihioualUe, she wastes no part ol
uer mouey on Paris uressmakers.
Countess Tolstoi, Sophia Anderona,
g
is a
noinan who since
her marriage has devoted her whole
time to her bdsband and her three
children, For the latter she made )"
the clothes until they were ten years
old.
A French deputy has announced his
intention to bring in a bill during the
present cession of pnrliament making
it not only admissible but legully
obliftatoi'y f ir women to sit as jurora.
tic proposes that all juries shnll he
rciuirei! to consist of aiz good men
aud true and six women similarly
qualified.
It is not often thai n woman of today can array herself in any fabric
that once formed part of the wardrobe of Queen Elisabeth. The countess of Pembroke has, however, this
privilege, and at ihe last drawing
rccra
attended she wore a white
and silver ('Own. the
train of which was trimmed with old
Point de Ftnndre, which not only
had been owned, hut also woru, by
the tamUM Tut!- - rjten.

Irl R. Htcka Is Not Dead
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

Itecembei n 1'JIJINotwithstanding a windy cm.
K'UK'c i herebv iriveu that the fo.
rent rumor tliut the Rov. Irl Jl. t.iviii naiiie.l ay'ttlaT lit filed notice
Hicks us tleml, he never jmi ki ol llis Miteiitiiui In iiiiike linal'primf In
better
and never did a niippon. in iiia uaiui, ami that paid
l.f made before I't'lbute
nnr(j er ami more tnoceMfu ftntr' pfit id"IIIIVtua
t'leik
t'linuly at Taos New
work than that, just plotting. Il' '
iu Jetmap !(',. 1HI, f. Vl-- I
i
i
UIIS Jllrtl ((lltipiLlCa 11 1H
lllUrM ail'1- Vtana de A ridmleta wnlmv
Kranelscn
B)lemled A! MWIUHC 'ttlf l'.HIJ hill f. AriiciM. f... - 1 Nli Iota J
t.
K
V, It
with hits stall' of alile
ha and
I lie
iiiiiiii-He
lo.inwiUll
wilm iii to
bronibt his journal, V
1

'enratel)

executed.

of

STAGE LINE-

Elizabeth de Belle, an Atlanta

f tlmi

ffor.

j

You to the Gold Cfimps

at Sprttiyrr, Cimarron,

Statio

fOWsg woniau, ia making a name for
herself iii law practice in Chicago.

Viillfi;
j

TiCke

aEiBisdaar.Mnw York

-

anU .

Westfira Colfax County, Red River and La Belle, Hew Mexico. RED RIVEF.,

,

j

j

Wir,L

86,000.

Uluntrated wekty. Lnrifc i
a handsontely
culatior.
of any riit ids Jouiuol. TerniA. $:i n
ew r roor montba.
IL Sum krail newbdc ti.'f:.
OlflCb,

All work promptly

:,

.

lcL

Manager.

MINERAL SURVEYOR.

.

i

foumliutt camps.
Penu a.d Mrs. J. M
Un, RMoad fprVtt a New Years dinner at
the home of the former to a few of
stair friends. It. was a dinner fit.
for a king and the crowd was kv
happy one. The folio tiriug parties
partook of the bounteous repnat ;
A. Gaoliiwr and Omiher, Mrs. V.
P. Gardner, Mr. nd K.
rmu
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Moad and
dangbter, Miss Esther, Mrs. 'J'. a.
MeUon, .l irB Lulu Young, S. W.
Thompson and F. ('. Steven,

street, ia ol
enrved after

'jiily-snjrht-

white mar ile ind- ia
ataircaae in the Doge'e jialt.ee in Ven-icMr. Whimsy brought the design
to this cov.ntrj and the tro: k took aix
oa
mouths for oi ..,
Audara Zorn, the famous K.vcdiab
'
artist, "ihreatetitfd as be pl.t iv. to
soma day present one of hi-- ptfltiirta
to the St. Louis Muaeum of i'iu. Art.
That wan. when he fiiat Visited .he
city several years ago. The other day
the picture arrived It ia a "Pnrtffc.it
of a Woman, ' and u valued at . a.

e

j

line;

STATGEandFREIGHT
H. H.HANK1NS,

U. 8. DEPD'Q

"V

Raiaombei h. fjniod Sundnv.
school. Tt meets every Sabbath! soon r'econver.
.doming at ill a m. iu the school
building.
CARD 017 THANKS-WThe dance New Year's eve at!
extend onr most hartfel
the home of Everett Burns was
a pleasant affair
Those present thanks to the people of Red Ktvei
report it thu finest dance of the for theil goodness and kindness
season.
About 15 conpTe Were to us during our sickness and distress,-the
past three weeks.
profit.
Mr. J. 0. McCollum.
I).
Thomas
Spiking,
Paul
Oeorge, Chas. A. Compton, and
Mrs. J. C. McCollum.
Johu Compton left the first of
the week for Clifton, 4riwraa, ta
BO YEARS'
spend the next two or three month,
EXPERIENCE
They have been spending tne past
asasaBar
two or three month at Amizett.,
working for the Eraser Mountain
Mining uuJ Milling company.
The edioi believes he oohld get
marks
trade
Designs
use to hieh liyingby a little more
Copyrights Ac.
AriTone enalnR a nlrMrfi nnd Aftscrlptlnri uutt
practice aud not gft sick. He and qulijklr
nsiiortaln our opinion f.tn wneiher bd
is prohaMy pjitcntnliltj.
ate two square meals New Years lavctmon
strictly cnntttleutltl. nundbookou Paru
Advii
tunc free Olduat nsencj for HP.urintr patents.
end s still in the ring.
Munn A Co. receive
Patetu tatten n
..i notice, erlthout charge, lh tbe
Matters
Dr. L. L. Cahill and Dr J. P.
Scientific JUtiericam

MoVftbon of Eliiabethtpwn, made
a professinnl call to Bed Hiver,
Tuesday. Ur McMahon is from
Chicago, and is spending n few
month in Bbsabetbtown ami sur.

in

WILLIAM McKEAN,

THE MORENO VALLEY

stTT!se in William C.
Yurie traideti, Fifth

The main

Whitney'

-
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feu. .at-
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ot

only la hia

itable museum of Orefk and Ho. nan
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